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GL8832 Modern Workwear Best Winter Jacket for Men with Stretchy Fabric 
 

Short Description: 

This is a modern workwear for men, with 4 way stretched fabric, popular color, soft lining and attractive reflex 

printing.  

 

Product Introduction:  

It’s a modern workwear. The outlook is very attractive. The fitting pattern and segmented reflex make it more 

fashion. It could meet your work and life demand. There are also some decorations: the contrast color thick 

thread sewing and bar tacks on arm, pockets flap with melt adhesive, make it more attractive.  

The fabric is 95% polyester, 5% spandex, double grid/TPU. And the fabric is much soft than classic workwear. 

The out look is very good with popular color, and it’s with good stretchy that make you freedom to move. The 

fabric is waterproof & breathable with seam taped. It keeps you dry and no sweaty. 

The lining is Super soft and stretchy fabric. It provide you the extra comfort and freedom to move. For the 

inner collar, it’s polar fleece to provide warm and comfort to neck.  

There are 7 practical pockets to hold different belongings. It’s detachable hood with adjustable elastic 

drawstring. The hood and bottom with elastic string make it adjustable and keep wind outside. And the inner 

stretchy cuffs keep you warm and comfort. 

 

Product parameter:  

Item No. GL8832 

Description Modern workwear best winter jacket for men with Stretchy Fabric 

Fabric 

Shell: 95% polyester, 5% spandex, double grid/TPU, waterproof & breathable 

Lining: Super soft stretchy polyester 

Padding: Polyester padding 

Function water proof, breathable, windproof，warm 

Certificate OEKO-TEX 100,EN343 

Package 1pc/polybag, 10pcs/ctn 

MOQ. 800pcs/color 

Sample Free of charge for 1-3 pcs sample 

Delivery 30-90 days after firm order 

 

Greenland Added Value:     

1. Strict quality control. 

2. Frequent new designs and trend information.      

3. Fast and free samples. 

4. Unique solution for customized budget. 

5. Warehouse storage service.    

6. Special QTY. size & pattern service. 
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